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1 Introduction
A Kleinian group G is a discrete subgroup of P5L(2,C). It acts as a group 
of isometries on hyperbolic space and as a group of conformai automor­
phisms on C. The regular set Q(G) is the maximal subset of C on which 
G acts properly discontinuously and its complement A((9) is called the limit 
set.
.An im portant object of study in the theory of hyperbolic 3-manifoIds is 
the boundary dC  in of the convex hull of A(G). It is a surface which 
is invariant under G and consists of totally geodesic two-dimensional pieces 
which meet along a collection of geodesics invariant under the group. W ith 
this additional structure, it is called a pleated surface. The image of the 
geodesics in d C /G  is a disjoint union of geodesics called the bending lam­
ination. Topologically but not conformally, the components of d C /G  are 
equivalent to the components of f2(G)/G .
Our objective is to study a slice of the deformation space of the group G 
on four parabolic generators Ti, Tg, Ei, Ej satisfying the following conditions
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(i) [T,,T2\ =1  = [E u E 2\
(ii) Every parabolic In G is conjugate into either or (E i, E2).
( I  l \  ^1 T2 '' (  ^
/
=
[ 0  i j
, T2 =
[ 0  i j
, El  =
w
, E2 =
\
Up to conjugation by an element of PSL{2,C) the generators have the form
(   ^ °
\(T2 I
The quotient U Q{G)/G  is a 3-manifold with two cusps and Q{G)/G  is a 
surface of genus 2. Figure I shows two ways to visualize this surface. By a 
theorem of Bers (Theorem 2.4 below), the quasiconformal deformation space 
of G is isomorphic to the Teichmiiller space T{S)  of the genus two surface 
modulo the action of the group (7 ) where 7  is the commutator [Ti, Tg]. Thus 
the deformation space is a six-dimensional space. A two-dimensional slice 
can be obtained by fixing the two cusp structures. If we give both the cusps 
a standard structure then the generators after renaming have the form
Vo \ )  Vo 1
\  / I  o \ /  1 0 \
, E p = [ , Eip =
y \ p  V ^ip 1>
where /) € C. Let Gp denote the group with presentation 
{TuTuEp^Eip I [Ti,Ti] = h[Ep,Eip] = l)
and let
S  = {p £ C  Q.{Gp)fGp is a genus two surface .
Using Bers' theorem, we show in Proposition 3.2 that S  is topologically 
an open annulus. The remainder of our work is directed toward producing 
coordinates on the slice S  that reflect the geometry of the pleated surfaces 
dCplGp. In order to do that we first need to identify those laminations that 
arise as bending laminations. We do this by observing that all the groups 
in S  are normalized by R-^/2, the rotation about the origin through through 
an angle of ;r/2 . Consequently, H /^2 preserves the limit set of each Gp, so 
preserves Cp and the bending lamination. Now if we quotient out the genus 
two surface Sp =  VL{Gp)!Gp by the action of we get an orbifold O
whose underlying topological space is the 2-sphere, and which contains two 
order 2 cone points and two order 4 cone points. Any lamination that is 
invariant under projects to a lamination on O. We show that the set 
of geodesic laminations that are invariant under /2,r/2 can be identified with 
R  U {oo}, and that all except the one corresponding to oo occur as bending 
laminations.
Our coordinates on 5  as R / 8 Z x R>o are given by Theorem 11.2. The first
coordinate represents the bending lamination and the second the normalized 
length of the bending lamination. The advantages of our coordinates are 
that they reflect the geometry of the pleated surface dCp/Gp and they can 
be computed directly from the generators of the group. The set of groups 
whose bending lamination corresponds to a fixed A 6  R  coincides with a 
branch of the real locus of an analytic function. For A € Q, the lamination 
consists of closed geodesics, and the analytic function corresponds to the 
traces of the group elements that represent these closed curves. .A.II these 
branches are disjoint and non-singular and it can be shown that the rational 
branches are dense in S  by interpolating them with rays along which the 
pleating locus is a lamination containing nonclosed geodesics.
This work was motivated by the papers of L. Keen and C. Series [10] [II], 
in which they introduced pleating coordinates on the Mas kit embedding of 
the Teichmiiller space of a punctured torus and on the Riley slice of Schottky 
space. For the groups which they consider, the set of possible bending lam­
inations coincides with the set of all possible laminations on fI(G )/G . All 
simple closed geodesics determine the same structure at infinity, th a t of a 
thrice punctured sphere. In our slice «S, the set of bending laminations is a
proper subset of the space of all possible laminations. Bending laminations 
having compact leaves determine one of two possible structures at infinity, a 
four times punctured sphere or two once-punctured tori.
The presentation is organized as follows. In section 2 we review the 
relevant theory of the quasiconformal deformations of a Kleinian group. Most 
of the results here are from .A.hlfors [I] and Bers [4]. In section 3 we define 
the slice «S, give a rough description of its shape, and prove that it is an 
open annulus. The orbifold O is introduced in section 4. We show here 
that the measured laminations on Sp invariant under can be identified 
with the circle 5 ^  In section 5 we identify each Æ,./2-invariant lamination 
on Sp th a t consists of simple closed geodesics with a rational number p/q, 
defined modulo 8 . We also find words in the conjugacy class in Gp that 
represent the closed geodesics corresponding to p/q. In section 6 we define 
F-peripheral groups and use them to characterize pleating rays in terms of 
the combinatorics of the limit set. In section 7 we single out special branches 
of the hyperbolic loci of the trace polynomials by identifying them with the 
rational pleating rays. Section 8 deals with real pleating rays. In section 9 
we define the complex length functions Tp/,(p) and show that they form a
normal family. In section 10 we characterize the normalized length functions 
by using the theory of measured laminations. We use this characterization to 
prove the uniqueness of the limit functions of the normal family {Lp/,(p)}. 
Finally in section II we prove that the laminations and their normalized 
lengths give coordinates for S.
2 Quasiconformal deformations
In this section we will provide basic definitions and results and prove that 
there exist local sections from the quasiconformal deformation space QD{G) 
into the space of quasiconformal maps.
Recall that a Kleinian group is Fuchsian if it keeps invariant some circular 
disk. The limit set of a Fuchsian group is contained in the boundary of its 
invariant disk.
A Beltrami coefficient on a Kleinian group G is a function /z € L'^{C), 
having norm less than I and satisfying the conditions
and /z |a  =  0  .
Let Bel(G) denote the space of Beltrami coefficients on G. According to 
the measurable Riemann Mapping Theorem, for every fx in Bel(G) there 
exists a unique quasiconformal homeomorphism of C which has Beltrami 
coefficient fj. and which keeps the points 0, 1, and oo fixed. Moreover 
is again a Kleinian group and is called a quasiconformal deformation of G.
Two quasiconformal deformations of G are equivalent if they differ by a 
conformai map. The deformation space QD{G) of G is defined to be the set 
of equivalence classes of quasiconformal deformations.
Let F be a Fuchsian group which leaves the upper half-plane H  invariant. 
Suppose pL € L“ (H) satisfies
v-y e  F, Vz e  H  .
Extend pL to the lower half plane by symmetry. Then there exists a corre­
sponding which maps H  on itself. Two Beltrami coefficients pL, pd € Bel( F) 
are said to be equivalent if on R . The Teichmiiller space T { F)  of
F  is defined to be the set of equivalence classes under the above relation. 
For pi 6  Bel(F), let denote the unique quasiconformal homeomorphism 
normalized to fix 0, 1 , and oo with Beltrami coeflBcient p, in the upper half 
plane and 0  in the lower half plane.
L e m m a 2.1 on the real axis i f  and only if f ^  =  / "  on the real axis.
Proof; Let A** be the unique conformai mapping from to H  normal-
ized to fix 0, I. and oc. Since A ^o f^ \n  has the same Beltrami coefficient as /^, 
is normalized at 0, I, and oo, and maps H  to H, we have =  .4 '* o /" (z )
for all z 6  H . If f ^ {x )  = f ‘'{x) for all x € R , then .4'‘(x) =  .4"(x) for 
all X € R  and thus f ^{x)  =  f^{x).  If /^(x) =  fu{x) for all x 6  R , then 
h = o is the identity on R  so it can be extended to a quasiconfor­
mal mapping of the whole plane by putting h{z) =  z in H ',  the lower half 
plane. Consider the quasiconformal map A = / " o h o  In
.4 =  / "  o (/**)“  ^ is conformai because both f "  and are conformai on H*. 
In .4 =  / "  0 o o ( / ' ') “  ^ is conformai. Thus .4 is a quasi­
conformal map that is conformai almost everywhere. So by definition it is 
conformai. Hence it is a Mobius transformation and the normalization makes 
it the identity. Therefore =  / "  on H*.
Definition 2.2 The Schwarzian derivative o f f  is defined to be
It is easy to verify that the Schwarzian of a Mobius transformation is 0 .
Consider the behavior of the Schwarzian under composition:
F{=)  =  /(C(-))
F'(z) =  r(((z )K '(= )
F" n o  , c  
F"' (F"Y (no (f"(oY\,,,,2, no,.:, c" (cV
{F.z} =  {/.C}C'(-)^ + {C.-}
Lem m a 2.3 [f fj. Ç. Bel(F) then the Schwarzian o / /'*,{/**, z} =  6  is a 
holomorphic quadratic differential for F in the lower half plane H*.
Proof: From the calculation above, we have
{ f o g , z }  = {/,g(z)}(g'(z))^ +  {g,z} .
There are two speciéd cases.
(i) For /  — A a Mobius transformation,
{ A o ^ ,s}  =  {A,fif(r)}(5 '(5))2  +  {^,z} =  {g, z} .
1 0
(ii) For g = A a. Mobius transformation.
{ /  0 A, z} =  { /, Az}(.4'(z))^ .
Therefore if 0  =  z}, we have
00  A = z} o A =  {/**, Az} .
the second equality following from the definition of the Schwarzian, and
(0  o A )(A T  =  ({ /" ,  A z})(A T  =  { r  0 .4, z} =  { r  o A o o -}
using (ii) for the middle equality. Since jj. € Bel(F), /'^o A o /''"^  is a Mobius 
transformation, say B,  and
(0 o A)( A ')' =  { B o r ,  z} =  {r, z} =  0
using (i) for the middle inequality. Therefore ( 0  o A)(A')^ =  0 and so 0  is a 
quadratic differential for F.
Denote by Q{F)  the space of holomorphic quadratic differentials for F. 
A theorem of Nehari-Kraus states that if /  is holomorphic and univalent in 
the lower half plane, then \{f , s}y^\  < 3/2. Defining a norm on Q{F)  by
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Ilojl =  sup\o{z)\y". this becomes ||d|| <  3/2. Define
^ : T ( F ) ^ Q { F )  by 
[/^ ] { /'"•-}  •
To verify that is well-defined, observe first that if /i 6  \p'] then /(* =  /y- on 
R . Lemma 2.1 then implies that on R  and hence on H". Therefore
{ f ^ . z }  =  { f ^ ' . z } .  By reversing the steps one shows that $  is injective.
The .^hlfors-Weii Lemma states that if à  6  Q{F)  satisfies ||0 || <  1/2. 
then the function ji defined by
r -y'^0(z) if z E H  
y(z)  =  ^
lo  if z 6  H-
satisfies { f ^ . z }  =  4> and [j. 6  Bel(F). Thus the image of $  is contained in
the disk of radius 3/2 and contains the disk of radius 1/2.
Let (7 be a finitely generated nonelementary Kleinian group. Let Q be the 
region of discontinuity of G and A a component of fl. Since G is nonelemen­
tary there exists a holomorphic universal covering /i: H  —>• A. Let F  be the 
set of all a  €  P5L(2, R) for which there is a 7  E G satisfying 7 (A) =  A and
1 2
h 0 a  = J o h. Then F  is a Fuchsian group called the Fuchsian equivalent of 
G over A. It is determined by G  and A up to conjugation in P5Zi(2.R).
By the Ahlfors Finiteness Theorem, G haa a finite number, say n. of 
inequivalent components, and every Fuchsian equivalent of G is finitely gen­
erated and of the first kind. Fix n inequivalent components A i, A g ,. . . ,  A„ 
and n universal coverings H  -4- A j. The corresponding set of Fuchsian 
equivalents (F i, f g , . . . ,  is called the Fuchsian model of G. Denote by 
Bel(H, F)  the elements of norm less than I that satisfy the condition
A^(/(> -))/ '(- ) //( -)  =  Vz € H, /  € F  .
Define
h': Bel(G) -)■ Bel(H, Fi) x • • • x Bel(H, F J  by 
tJ- I-)- (^ i, • • • -^n) where
Mi(-) = .
We will verify that y.j € Bel(H, Fj). Let /  6  Fj, then there exists 7  €  G such 
that 7 (A j) =  Aj and hj 0 f  = -y o hj.  Then hj [ f {z ) ) f ' {z )  =  ' )'{hj{z))hj'{z) 
and
1 3
Since ^  is a Beltrami coefficient for G, the latter equals ^L{hj[z))h/{z)lhj[z)  
and this equals ^ j(z ). Next we will show that h'  is injective. Suppose that
( ^ i ,  ^ln) =  ( t/i,---- i/n). Then jJ.j[z) =  Uj{z) for z 6  H. and j  =  1 n.
and hence by definition of h'.  i i {hj{z))  =  u{hj{z)) .  Since hj-.Yl Aj is 
surjective this implies that jj.{w] =  i/{w) for all w in Aj and hence in Q. 
Since =  0 =  we get fi = u and hence h'  is injective. We will now
show that h" is surjective. Given  we need to find a corresponding
fi. Define /z|a =  0. For z 6  Aj, define
fi{z) = fi{hj{w)) = f i j {w)h/{w)/hj ' {w)  .
If A j is equivalent to A j, say A ' =  7 A_y, 7  €  G, define for z' 6  A ',
fi(z') =  /i(7(z)) =  /^;(z)7 '( z ) /7 '(z) .
We must check that fi is independent of the choice of 7 . Suppose that
z' =  7 i(z i) and z' =  72(22)- Then fi{z') = /^(zi)7 i(z i) /7 i(zi) and fi{z') =
/^(z2 )7 2 (z2) /7 2 (z2)- Put 7  =  7 j S i i  so that 7 (zi) =  Z2. We calculate
/f(Z2)72(z2)/7](Z2) =  /^(7(zi)) 72(7(z i))/72(7(z i))
=  /^(Zi) 72(7(z i ) ) / 7 2 (7 ( z i )) • 7 '(z i)/7 '(z i) 
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=  ^ ( - i )  ( 7 2  0  7 ) ' ( - i ) / ( 7 2  0  7 ) ' ( - ; i )
=  ^ ( - i ) 7 [ ( - i ) / 7 Î ( - i )  ■
Finally we will show that. jj. -4 - h~{^i) is C-linear and hence holomorphic. Let 
a, 6 6  C and ij, € B[G).  Then
h'{aii +  bu) = {{ail +  bi/)i, (a/i +  6t/)„)
where (a/i +  bi/)j{z) = (a/i +  bu){hj{z))h/{z)/hj ' {z).  Since the latter equals
{aii{hj{z)) + bii{hj{z)))hj'{z)/hj'{z) we get h '(a /i +  bu) = ah’{n) +  bh'{u) 
proving that it is linear. Thus h’ is a holomorphic bijection.
Let t denote the Teichmiiller extremal map; then t : T F  Bel(F) is an 
injective map and 4>o t = id where
o: Bel(F) - v T F
/i [/i] .
Define
t i T F i X - - -  X TFn  - 4  Bel(G)
([A^ i]> • • • »-> (h*)"‘(t[/ii], . . . , t[/i„])
15
and
&. Bel(G') QD{G)
The next result is due to Bers [4].
T heorem  2.4 The mapping 'I' = o o t ,  ^ : T F i  x . . .  x T F n  QD{G) is a 
covering map.
We thank Dick Canary for providing us with the next result, which aissures 
that there exist local sections from QD{G) into the space of quasiconformal 
maps.
Lem m a 2.5 Let G be a finitely generated Kleinian group and let {F \___ F„}
be a Fuchsian model o f G.  Let [fGf~'-] €. QD[G), and let ([//}],---- [f '^}]) €
T F i  X • • •  X TFn with , [/Zy]) =  [fGf~^].  Then there exists a
neighborhood U of [ fGf~^\  in QD{G) and a continuous map s: i f  Bel(G) 
such that for each x € U, [/,(x)G^/j(x)~^] =  3:.
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Proof: By Theorem 2.4 we may choose a neighborhood T" of [fGf~^]  in
QD{G) and a neighborhood V  of ([/i}],. . . .  [/i"]) in T F i x • • - x T F„ such
that ^ |v  is a homeomorphism from V  to U. Let x  6  U and  [a^ xD
be its preimage in V.
Define s(x) to be . . . .  \p’}\)- Then s(jr) is a Beltrami coefficient for
G. Let be the unique quasiconformal homeomorphism with Beltrami 
coefficient s(x) and which fixes 0. 1. and oo. Then [/j(x)Cf/,'(x)] ~  ofsfz)).
Since the latter equals ---- [l î^]) which equals x, we are done. Next
we prove a result that will be useful in the later sections.
Next we prove a result that will be useful in the later sections.
D efin itio n  2.6 Let G be a finitely generated Kleinian group and D a domain 
in C . For p ^  D let fp be a quasiconformal homeomorphism o f C.  The family 
{fpGrfp} o f groups is said to be an analytic family of groups based on D if 
fo r  every z E C the family {//>(*)} is analytic as a function of p.
P ro p o s itio n  2.7 Let G be a finitely generated Kleinian group and Y  a sim­
ply connected subset of QD{G). There exists an analytic family of groups
17
based on V.
Proof: The inclusion map i from V  to QD{G) is analytic. Let {F i Fn}
be a Fuchsian model of G. By covering space theory there exists a lift i: V  —>• 
T F i X ■■■ X TFn so that p o i = i. Since p and i are analytic, so is i. Now 
the map t : TFi  x ■■■ x T F n  —>■ Bel(G) defined earlier is an analytic map. 
According to the Measurable Riemann Mapping Theorem [2] there exists a 
unique quasiconformal homeomorphism /pZ C —>• C with Beltrami coefficient 
toi{p) that is normalized to fix 0, 1. and oo. Moreover fp changes analytically 
with toi{p).  Thus the family {/p(-r)} is analytic as a function of p and hence 
{/pG/p'} is an analytic family of groups based on Y .
1 8
3 The slice S
Our objective is to study a slice of the deformation space of the group G on 
four parabolic generators Ti. T2, Ei ,  E2 satisfying the following conditions:
(!) [Ti,T2] = l = [E^.E2].
(ii) Every parabolic in G is conjugate into either (Ti, Tg) or {Ei,  E2).
Let a be the fixed point of T\. Since [Ti, Tg] =  1, Ti =  which implies
that the fixed point of T\ is Tjfa), so T\ and T2 have a common fixed point. 
If we normalize G so that the fixed point of Ei and E2 is 0, and the Axed 
point of Ti and T2 is 0 0 , and so that T\ equals translation by L, then the 
generators have the form
Ti =
1 \  / I  / I  0 \
0  1 /  \ 0  1 /  Vcri 1 /
/  1 0 ’
, E2 =
\<T2 I
The quotient (H^ U Ü{G))/G is a 3-manifold with two cusps and Q{G)/G is 
a surface of genus 2. Figure I shows two ways to visualize this 3-manifold. 
By Theorem 2.4, the quasiconformal deformation space of G is isomorphic 
to the Teichmiiller space T{S)  of the genus two surface modulo the action
19
/ I  n / I  n ( I  0 \
Ti = , r . = . Ep = • E.P =
U  i j \ o V U  1/
of the group (7 ) where 7  is the commutator [Ti, 7^]. Thus the deformation 
space is a six-dimensional space. .A. two-dimensional slice can be obtained by 
fixing the two cusp structures, [f we give both the cusps a standard structure 
then the generators after renaming have the form
1 0 
ip 1
where p €  C. Let Gp denote the group with presentation
{TuTi,  Ep, Eip 1 [Ti,T,] =  l,[Ep,Eip] =  1) .
D efin itio n  3.1 The standard slice S  is defined as S  = {p Ç. C : Q{Gp)/Gp 
is a genus two surface}.
Before initiating our more detailed study of S  in later sections, we will 
obtain some rough bounds on the shape of 5 , and prove that S  is an annulus.
There is a classical result due to Shimizu and Leutbecher [8 ], which says 
that if % is an element of Gp, the radius of the isometric circle of X  must be 
less than 1, since Gp is discrete and contains translations by 1. This implies 
that if IpI < 1 the group Gp cannot be discrete. Therefore S  is contained in 
the exterior of the unit circle.
2 0
Let /?^/2  denote rotation through ” /2 about the origin. Rr-/2TiR~l2 =  
and R^/2EpR~f2 — and so R^/2 normalizes the group Gp. Therefore if 
p Ç. S  then ip is also in S.
The isometric circles of Ep and E~'- are defined by the equations \pz-\-l\ = 
I and \pz — 1| =  1 respectively. Writing p =  \p\e'^. the isometric circles of Ep 
touch the lines =  1/2 when j^cos(— + =  ± | .  The latter is equivalent
to \p\ =  ±2(1 +  cos#). Similarly, the isometric circles touch the lines ùz  =  
± 1 /2  when sin(—#) +  |^  =  ± 1 / 2 . which is equivalent to ± 2 (1  —sin#) =  \p\. 
For p in the region exterior to both of the cardioids \p\ =  ±2(1 +  cos #) and 
IpI =  ± 2 (1  — sin#), the isometric circles of Ep, E j ^ , Eip, E~^  are inside 
the square formed by the lines %z =  ±1/2 and uz =  ± 1 /2 . In this case the 
region inside the squares and outside the circles is a fundamental domain !Fp 
for G p. For such p, the regular set Q(Gp) is connected and the limit set is 
a Cajitor set. Since the latter properties are preserved under quasiconformal 
conjugacy, the saxne is true for all groups in S.
If p =  —4, then the isometric circles of Ep and E~^ touch the vertical lines 
9%z =  ± 1 /2  and the element T\Ep is parabolic. Since TiEp is not conjugate
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into either (T i,7^) or {Ei.E-i). G -4 does not belong to S.  Since G'_4_, is 
in S  for all e > 0, G'_4 is in the boundary of S.  The symmetry of the slice 
implies that the groups corresponding to p =  4 and p =  ±42 also lie in the 
boundary of S.
P ro p o s it io n  3.2 «S is homeomorphic to an open annulus.
Proof: Let be the group with presentation
( T i ,  r „  Ep, Eip, R^i2 1 [Ti. T , ]  =  1 .  [Ep, Eip] =  I ,  i ? t / 2  =  T  ^^/2TiR~f2 =
• ^ / 2^ p ^ t /2 ~  Rip ’ ~ Rp^) '
is a 3 orbifold which is topologically a ball with two interior points 
removed, whose boundary is an orbifold O having two cone points of order 4 
and two cone points of order 2. The orbifold O is described more thoroughly 
in the next section.
Applying Theorem 2.4, one shows that the deformation space of Gp is 
isomorphic to the Teichmiiller space T { 0 )  of the orbifold modulo the action 
of the group (7 (0 0 )), where 7 (0 0 ) is the commutator of T\_ and Now
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T ( 0 ) ,  according to Bers[4], is biholomorphic to the Teichmiiller space of 
the four times punctured sphere. Hence it has complex dimension L and so 
T (0 )l{ j{o o ))  is topologically an annulus.
We shall identify this deformation space with our slice 5 , thus showing 
that S  is an annulus.
Consider a deformation of Gp„. Then o : C -4 - C is a quasicon­
formal homeomorphism normalized to fix 0 , 1 and oo and the isomorphism 
G pa -4- 0Gpa<f)~'- is type preserving, that is, it preserves the trace of the 
elements. Now =  1, so àFG/2<t>~^ is a Mobius transformation
of order 4 that fixes 0 and oo. Hence it must represent Since d> is
orientation-preserving and fixes 0 and oo, =  Rv/2-
Since 4> fixes oo, (f)Ta.0~  ^ =  Ta», and since it fixes 0 , and 1, =
d>Ti(0) =  <6(1 ) =  1. Therefore 0Ti4r ^  =  T\. From the relation that 
R^f2i \ R ~/2 =  'Ti-, we have éTi<t>~^  =  T..
Next, since <j)Epaé~^  is parabolic and fixes 0, it must equal Ep for some 
p. From the relation that /?x/2^po^7/2 “  i^po> we have <pEipa4>~^  = E~^.
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Putting these together shows that éGp^ç>~^ =  Gp for some p. Moreover. 
(pGpo<P~^  =  Gp. Define 0 : QD{Gp^] —>• 5  by sending [Gp] to p. We claim that 
this is a well-defined homeomorphism.
If Gp, and Gp2 represent the same point in QD{Gpp), then they are conju­
gates of each other by a Mobius transformation. Since conjugation preserves 
trace, and since the trace of T\Ep is 2 -Kp, Gp, and Gp, can be the same point 
of QD{Gpo) only when pi = p2-
We show next that 0  is surjective. Suppose p E G. Choose a quasi­
conformal map Gpg —>■ Op. This lifts to a quasiconformal map of C which 
conjugates Gp  ^ to Gp, and 0 (Gp) =  Gp. It is easy to verify that 0  is contin­
uous and an open map. Hence it is a homeomorphism.
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4 The orbifold O
The boundary dC{Gp) of the hyperbolic convex hull of A(Gp) in is a 
pleated surface, that is, it consists of totally geodesic two dimensional pieces 
which meet along a collection of geodesics invariant under the group. The 
image of these geodesics in the surface dC{Gp)/Gp is a disjoint union of 
geodesics called the bending lamination. The topological frontier dCp is a 
2-manifold which carries a natural hyperbolic metric and induces a hyper­
bolic structure on dCp/Gp. For bending laminations that consist of closed 
geodesics this structure is easily seen by cutting the surface along the bending 
lines.
There is a natural retraction map from fip to dCp which maps z E 0  to 
the point where an expanding set of horospheres based at z first hits dCp. 
This map is G-equivariant and is homotopic to a homeomorphism between 
dCpjGp and QpjGp. Thus dCpJGp is a genus-two surface pleated along some 
geodesic lamination.
Our aim is to study the bending lamination and use it to coordinatize
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the slice S .  To understand the possible laminations that may arise, vve will 
exploit the 4-fold symmetry of dCpjGp induced by conjugation by /?x/2-
Recall that for values of p sufficiently far from the origin, the region 
outside the isometric circles of Ep and Eip and inside the square formed by 
the lines =  ± 1/ 2 , S z =  ± 1 /2  is a fundamental region for the action 
of Gp. Figure 2 illustrates Tp. Clearly is invariant under /?,r/2- ^pIGp
is a genus-two surface Sp and Sp! Rt^i2 is an orbifold O whose underlying
topological space is the 2-sphere. This orbifold has two order 2 cone points 
and two order 4 cone points and has as a 4-fold orbifold covering.
D efin itio n  4.1 a  is said to be a l-suborbifold of O if  its preimage 5  in Sp 
is a 1-submanifold of Sp.
P ro p o s itio n  4.2 A connected l-suborbifold of O is either a simple closed 
curve that does not pass through any of the cone points or a simple arc that 
ends at the order 2 cone points.
Proof: Let a  and f3 be short arcs that have one endpoint a regular point
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and the other endpoint at an order 4 or order 2 cone point respectively, as 
shown in Figure 3. Let 5 and 3 be their lifts to 5p. Since Sp is a manifold. 
5  consists of two transverse arcs that intersect in the point which is the lift 
of the order 4 cone point, and 3 consists of two arcs that contain the order 
2 cone points in their interiors. Since a 1-subinanifold of Sp cannot have 
a transverse self intersection, a  cannot be part of a l-suborbifold. Since 
the underlying topological space of a I-suborbifold of (9 is a 1-manifold, 
any connected suborbifold containing 3  must be topologically an arc that 
connects the two order 2 cone points.
The next Proposition restricts the closed geodesics which can occur in 
the bending lamination.
P ro p o s itio n  4.3 Any simple closed FU/2-invariant geodesic in Sp projects 
either to an arc connecting the order 2 cone points or to a simple closed curve 
that separates O into two disks each with an order 2 and order j  cone point.
Proof: By Proposition 4.2, we need only show that any simple closed curve
7  in O which lifts to a geodesic in Sp separates O into two disks, each with
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an order 2 and order 4 cone point. Let 7  be a closed geodesic on Sp that 
projects to 7 . Now 7  separates O into two disks D and D'. If D contains 
no cone points it is contractible in O. The preimage of D in Sp consists of 4 
disks, one of which has 7  as a boundary. But a geodesic cannot bound a disk 
and so D must contain a cone point. If D contains one cone point, then the 
preimage of D consists of one disk if the cone point is of order 4 and two disks 
if the cone point is of order 2. In either case 7  bounds a disk so it cannot 
belong to a lamination. For the same reason, D' cannot contain fewer than 
2 cone points, so each of D and D' contains exactly 2 cone points. Suppose 
for contradiction that one of the discs, say D. has two cone points order 2. 
Let j3 be an arc in D joining the order 2 cone points. Then D deformation 
retracts onto i3- Thus D lifts to two annuli Di and D2 containing and J 2 
respectively and the preimage of 7  consists of the boundary of two annuli. 
This is a contradiction since distinct geodesics in Sp cannot be parallel. Thus 
D must contain a cone point of order 2 and a cone point of order 4.
P ro p o s itio n  4.4 Let D be a disk in O containing exactly one order 2 cone 
point and order { cone point. Then D, the lift of D to Sp, is a punctured 
torus.
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Proof: Let 7  be an arc in D joining the order 2 and order 4 cone point. D
has orbifold Euler characteristic — Since Sp is a 4-fold cover of O, D has 
Euler characteristic —1 . N'ow 7  consists of two simple closed curves through 
the order 2 cone points which intersect transversely in the order 4 cone point. 
The only two orientable surfaces with \  =  — I are a punctured torus and a 
disk with two holes. But a disk with two holes cannot contain transverse 
intersecting curves. So D must be a punctured torus.
The preceding propositions show that in the deformation space of Gp we 
could see two kinds of bending along closed geodesics depending on whether 
the projection of the bending lamination is a closed curve or an arc. In the 
former case bending would be along a simple closed curve that divides Sp into 
two one-holed tori. In the latter case it would consist of two curves which 
cut Sp into a four-holed sphere.
P ro p o s it io n  4.5 The space of all measured laminations on Sp invariant un­
der Fi /^2 can be identified with the circle 5^, in such a way that the simple 
closed geodesics and geodesic arcs connecting the order two cone points cor­
respond (0 Q U {0 0 }.
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Proof: There is a two-fold covering of hyperbolic orbifolds 0 - ^ 0  where
O is the 2-sphere with four order 4 cone points. It has two order 2 branch 
points, each of which maps to an order 2 cone point of O. One can construct 
O by letting J  be the geodesic arc in O that connects the order 2 cone points, 
splitting O along 3. and gluing two copies of the split O together along their 
boundary geodesics. The measured laminations in O cannot pass through 
the order 4 cone points, so correspond to the meéisured laminations on a four 
times punctured sphere. .A.s in [11], these are classified by a slope parameter 
in R  U {oo}, where the slope of the preimage circle of 0  is 0, and ratio­
nal slope parameters correspond to simple closed geodesics. The covering 
transformation preserves each measured lamination, thus lifting of measured 
laminations in O  to measured laminations in O  gives a homeomorphism of 
the spaces of measured laminations.
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5 A Planar Covering o f O
In this section we will show how to identify each /?^/2"invariant lamination in 
Sp that consists of simple closed geodesics with a rational number p /ç  € Q. 
We will And elements of Gp that represent the closed geodesics corresponding 
to pjq. Throughout this section, all rational numbers are assumed to be 
written in the lowest form.
Figure 2 shows the fundamental domain Tp of Gp for p real sufBciently 
far from the origin, which under the side pairings of the generators Ti, T,, 
Ep, and Eip yields the surface Sp. For W  6  Ef^.  a label
of W  on a side of J-p indicates that the side is carried by W  to the side with 
label W~^. Let T  denote the projection of the sides labelled and to 
O, and E  denote the projection of Ef^  and Ef^^ to O. The sides labelled T\ 
and Ti each contain a lift of an order 2 cone point, and they intersect in a lift 
of an order 4 cone point. So T  is an arc connecting the corresponding order 2 
and order 4 cone points. Similarly E  is an arc connecting the remaining pair 
of cone points in O. The arcs in J-p labelled B', B", B'", and B"" connect 
the lifts of the order 2 cone points, while the arcs labelled R', R", R'", and
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R!"' connect the lifts of the order 4 cone points. Let B and R respectively 
denote their projections on O.
In order to make the connection with the rational numbers vve consider 
a new covering of O. In the plane, let C be the lattice of points of the form 
{m ni : m, n Ç. Z}, with the sublattice C  =  {m +  2ni : m, n €  Z}, as 
shown in Figure 4. Let .V be the orbifold which is the plane with order 2 
cone points at the sublattice £ '. Let M  be the square with vertices 0 , i. 1 +  i 
and 1 and let F be the group of Euclidean isometries which is generated by 
reflections in the sides of M. F is isomorphic to (Zg * Zg) x (Z2 * Z2 ). Let 
Fq be the orientation-preserving subgroup of F of index 2. The set M  U .V/' 
is a fundamental domain for the action of Fo on .V and thus X / T q =  O. 
where M' is the square with vertices i, I H- z, I -I- 2i and 2i. The order 4 cone 
points lift to C  and the order 2 cone points lift to £  — £ '. Label the edges 
of the integral squares on X  by T, E, R, or B according to the label of their 
projections to O. Note that the horizontal lines through the vertices of £ ' 
project to R and the horizontal lines through the vertices of £  — £ ' project 
to B.
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Let /p/, be a line of slope pjq  through a vertex of £  — £ ' if p is even and 
passing through a point of £ ' if p is odd, and let 7 p/, denote its projection on
O. If p is even, 7p/, is an arc connecting the order 2 cone points, and if p is 
odd, jp/q is an arc connecting an order 2 and an order 4 cone point. Let 7 p/, 
be the lift of 7 p/, to Sp. From the previous section vve know that 7p/, consists 
of two curves 7 '^  ^ and Yp/q that are either the generators of the fundamental 
group of a punctured torus or are two simple closed curves through the 
order two branch points. Let Vj,/, and be the words representing = 
{7 p / ,,7 p/,}. Figures 5a and 5b illustrate the curves 7 p/, for p/q = 1/2 and 
pjq  = 2/3 on the orbifold O and one of their lifts 7 '^^ to .Fp. 7 '/^ occurs 
as a  collection of arcs on Fp which under the side pairings of Fp gives us a 
simple closed curve on Sp. Tracing along these arcs one obtains the words 
V'1/2 =  T-% -^E pT C 'E p  and K2/3 =  EpTiEipTiEp.
/ I / I 0 \
For z E C we let T, =
^0  I )
and E~ =
u V
. Note that T_ —  T -l
and E-z  =  £ ,  .^
P ro p o s it io n  5.1 For pjq  € Q, Vp/q is a word o f the form
F , £„,••• £,,, if p is even
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- - - 71., Er,  ^ i f  p is odd 
where Ci,. . . ,  e, are ±1 or ±7, and p i , . . .  .rj^ are ± p  or ±.ip.
Proof: A simple closed curve 7  on Sp appears as a collection of pairwise
disjoint arcs running between the sides of !Fp. VVe can read off an expression 
for 7  as a product of elements of Gp by reading off along 7  the sequence 
of labels of sides cut by 7  and by adopting the convention of writing the 
elements from right to left. Such a sequence is called a cutting sequence for 
7 . The sequence of sides cut by 7 p/, on O  is alternating in E  and T, therefore 
the cutting sequence of 7 p/, is also alternating in Ej,j and T^j. occurs 
as a collection of arcs on Tp which under the side pairings of Tp form two 
simple closed curves each of which double covers 7 p/,. Let /(a, 6 ) denote a 
line segment of slope a / 6  whose projection along the y axis is a units and 
whose projection along the x axis is 6 units and which starts at a vertex 
of C  if p is odd ajid at a vertex of £  — £ ' otherwise. 7(2p, 2ç) is a double 
cover of 7 p/,. Since its projection along the x axis has length 2g its cutting 
sequence is a word of length 2q alternating in T  and E. Thus Vp/g is a word 
of the form T^^Egg •••£«, , where cj and qj, j  = I , . . . ,  9 are determined
from the cutting sequence of on Tp. For p odd 7 p/, passes through
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the order 4 branch points. Thus to determine e, one can choose a curve 
homotopic to 7p/, that does not pass through the order 4 branch points. .\s 
indicated in Figure 5a. such a curve would give us the sequence 
Thus 1^/, =  • • ■ T,^Er,  ^ for p odd.
Observe that the fundamental domain can be subdivided into eight 
polygonal regions, each region corresponding to a unit integral square on 
X .  Hence the cutting sequence of 7 p/, is the same as that of 7g+p/,. So
^S+p/q =  ^p/q-
Proposition 5.2 Tr(ra, Ei,p • • • = ai6i • • • 4-------1- 2.
Proof: Let c,•(/?") denote a polynomial in p of degree at most n. We will
show by induction that
/  (1 +  Oibip) • • • (1 +  OLnbnp) +  ''
C3(/3")
/  I +  abp a ^
T’a, Ebip ' ' • Ta„£/è„p —
Note first that TaE^p = . We calculate 
\  bp 1 /
T’a, E'biP ■ ■ • TpnEbnp —
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( I + a i 6 i p ) - - - ( l + a ^ _ i 6 n - i p ) + c i ( p ' *  2) C2(p'‘ ^) \  /  1 + a„6„p a ,
C3(p'‘"^) C4(p'‘- 2 ) J \  6„p I
(1 + a i 6 ip ) - - - ( l  +  a„6np) +  Cifp'*~‘) C2(p"~^)''
C3(p") C4(p"-^)/
It follows that
T r(ra , • • • Ei,„p) = aibi ■ ■ • a„6nP™ 4 c .
For p =  0 we have
 ^I Oi +  Û2 +  • • • +  Or
c =  Tr(Ta;TL; ■■ - Ta„) =  T r
Notice that /(p, ?) and I{'2p,2q) both cover 7 p/,, and recall that î{2p/2q) 
is a double cover of ‘'fp/q. Therefore a cutting sequence of l{2p^2q) can be 
obtained by adjoining to the cutting sequence of /(p, q) on the left, the mirror 
image of the cutting sequence of l{p,q). Then, whenever /(2p, 2q) crosses a 
lift of R  between an Er,^  and an , it has to contain a corresponding crossing 
of a lift of A between T(^_i and Eq^, and vice versa. That is, exactly half the 
crossings of lifts of R  occur as ï{2p. 2q) is going from an E to a T, and the 
remaining occur when it is going from a T to an E.
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Proposition  5.3
+  . . .  +  2 if p is even
± ( 1  +  i)i^~^/'^p'^ ------+  2 if  p is odd
T r(^ /g )  —
Proof; From the previous proposition we have TrVp/, =  6 ,a ,  • • ■ ôiOip’ . 
where each Uj and bj is either 1 , —1, i. or —i. VVe must determine the 
product 6, 0 , • • • 6 iOi up to multiplication by ± 1 . It is convenient to think of 
this product in the form
(6,a ,) ( 6,_iC[,_i) • • • (6 ifli) .
For a given j ,  if both 6, and oj are real, or both are imaginary, then bjOj 
contributes only a factor of ± 1  to the product 6,a ,  ■ • • 6 iCi, and consequently 
can be ignored since we are only determining the product up to sign.
The region in iFp bounded by the sides R', Ti, R" and Ep is a fundamental 
region for the action of Rtt/2 on Tp. The subscripts of all its sides are of the 
form ±1 or ±p , according as they have T  ox E  labels. The subscripts of the 
fundamental domain bounded by R!", R"" and Ef^  are also of this form.
The adjacent fundamental domains have sides with subscripts of the form ± i 
or ± ip , according as they have T  ox E  labels. Thus whenever we cross a lift
of an R  on Tp vve change from a fundamental region with subscripts ±1 and 
±.p to a fundamental region with subscripts and or vice versa.
Consider the crossings of lifts of R  that occur between E\,^p and If 
there are an odd number of such crossings, then is ± f, while if there are 
an even number, then it is ± 1 . Hence for purposes of calculation up to sign, 
we can regard each crossing of a lift of fZ as contributing to the product. 
On the other hand, the crossings of lifts of R that occur between and 
Ebj^iP do not affect the product up to sign.
We consider two cases.
Case (i): p is even. We have observed that half the crossings of l{2p,'2q) over 
a lift of R  occur between an Eb^ p and a Z^^ These produce p/2 factors of ±z. 
Since all other factors are ± 1 , the leading coefficient of Tr(V^/,) is
Case (ii): p is odd. In this case l{2p,‘2q) crosses p — 1 lifts of R, so there are 
exactly (p — l)/2  factors of ± i coming from crossing of lifts of R  tha t occur 
between Eb,p and Tp .^ Since =  Tp^Eb^p . ■ ■ Tp^Eb^p, where a , =  - ( I  +  /), 
a , contributes ± ( 1  +  i) making the leading coefficient ± (I  +
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6 F-peripheral groups
D efin itio n  6 .1  .4 subgroup F of G is called F-peripheral if it is Fuchsian 
and i f  one of its invariant open disks does not contain any points o f \{G ).  
Such a disk is called a peripheral disk of F .
D efin itio n  6 .2  .4 surface Si imbedded in S  is said to be incompressible if  
for  each component G o f Si the homomorphism >ri(G) -> 7Ti(S') is injective. 
.4 collection of subgroups {Hi} of G is said to be geometric if each Hi is a 
fundamental group of a component of an incompressible surface Si in S. such 
that no component of Si is a disc or annulus.
We select a set Wp/, of group elements representing ^p/q. If p is odd then 
we take VVp/, =  %,/,']}, and if p is even then Wp/, =  %»/?'}-
Define Up/q to be the collection of geometric subgroups where each boundary 
circle represents an element conjugate to an element of Wp/q.
For the next lemma, suppose that Fp^  is a finitely generated F-peripheral 
subgroup of Gpo with peripheral disk Aq. Suppose also that Ao n  A(Gpo) =
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A(Fpo). Let p{t). 0 <  f < e, be a path in S  with /9(0 ) =  po, and denote 
Gp(t) by Gt. After possibly making t smaller, use Lemma 2.5 to select a 
corresponding path /t , 0 <  t <  e of quasiconformal homeomorphisms such 
that Gt =  ftGp^fr^. Define Ft = ftFp^fF^.
P ro p o sitio n  6.3 I f  Ft is Fuchsian. 0 <  t < e, then there exists S > 0 such 
that Ft is also F-peripheral for  0 <  ( <  J.
Proof: Without loss of generality we may assume that oo ^  Aq. Let Rq be a
fundamental domain for the action of Fp^  on Aq. Since Ft is Fuchsian, A(F«) 
is contained in the circle bounding the disk At =  /t(Ao). A fundamental 
domain for the action of Ft on At is Rt =  ftiRo)- The map sending [t,z)  
to ft{z)  is continuous and hence the limit set A(Gt) and the fundamental 
domain Rt change continuously with t. Given rj > Q, there exists J > 0 
such that if 0 <  t then dist{\{Ft), A{Fo)) < t] and dist{Rt, Ro) < 7 . 
Now Rc may contain subintervals of the intervals of discontinuity of Fo in 
5Aq. Since A(Go)n Aq =  A(Fq) there are no limit points of Go in R q .  Hence 
dist{A{Go), Ro) = d > 0. Choose 5 small enough to ensure that rj < d/4  then 
dist{Rt, j\.{Gt)) > d/2 and so there are no limit points of Gt in Rt. Since
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translates of Rt fill up At, there are no limit points of Gt in At. Thus Ft is 
F-peripheral.
L e m m a  6 .4  Let f  be a Mobius transformation that fixes —1 and 1 . /  not 
equal to the identity, and g =  R x /R -l~^. Then T r[/,^ ] =  ±2 implies that 
T r /  =  ± 2 \/2  or T r /  =  0.
Proof: Since /  fixes I and —I, we can write /  and g as
/ a b \  f a  iF
/ =  =
\ b  a )  \  —ib a
where — 6  ^ =  1.
One calculates that T r[/, r^] =  2 (a'* — 2a^6^ — 6“*). Thus if T r[/.^ ] =  —2 
then a* — 2a~b^ — 6“* =  — I, which implies that a =  ± \/2  or a =  0, and hence 
that T r /  =  ± 2 \/2  or 0. If T r[/, =  2 then 6 =  0 and a =  ± 1  which makes
/  the identity transformation.
Define
Hp/, =  (p 6  C : =  0, |lRTrVp/,| > 2  if  p is even,
and |3f?TrV^/,| > 2\/2 if  p is odd } .
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L e m m a  6.5 Let Fp 6  Up/q- Then Fp is Fuchsian if  and only if  p 6  Hp/,.
Proof: Fp 6  i/p/, implies that Fp =  7Ti(5 i) where Si is imbedded in S and
dSi  represents Wp/q- Any parabolic in Gp is conjugate into either (Ti. Tfj or 
{Ep, Eip). Since the elements of H'p/, alternate in T  and E, none of them are 
parabolics.
Suppose that Fp is Fuchsian. Then TrPFp/, G R  — (—2,2). VVe consider 
two cases:
Case I: p is even. In this case VVp/, =  {Vj,/,, %,/,'} with TtVp/q G R  —(—2,2).
Case II: p is odd. In this case PFp/, =  {[Vp/q, %,/,']} and Fp is (Vj,/,, Vp/q')- By 
using Lemma 6.4 we get TrV),/, G R  — (—2 \/2 ,2 \/2 ) or TrVj,/, =  0. Now an 
element with trace equal to 0 has finite order. Since Vp/, has infinite order 
its trace cannot be 0. Therefore p G Hp/,.
Conversely suppose that p G Hp/,. Since Fp G &/p/,, it is the fundamental 
group of an imbedded surface whose boundary is represented by elements 
conjugate to elements of PFp/,. For p odd, ITj,/, =  {[%,/,, V^/,']} and Si is a
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punctured torus, so we may assume that Fp =  (Vp/,, If p is even then
PVp/, =  {Vp/,, Vp/,'} and the imbedded surface 5i is a four holed sphere with 
the boundary circles identified in pairs. Recall that V /^, and V^/,' represent 
the curves 7 '/^ and 7 'y,^  that are the lifts of 7 p/, on the orbifold O. Hence 
they are conjugates of each other under R^.  Thus the fundamental group 
” i(5 i) is conjugate to a subgroup of the form (Vp/,, Vp/,', Vj,/,", Vj,/,'") where 
v ;/,' =  H ^ V ;/,A ,- \ v;/," =  R ^ V ; / , 'A r \  l^/,'" = A =V ;/,"R =-\ and 
Vp/, =  R^Vp/q'"R^~^. So the fixed points of the generators of F , lie on 
some circle C  that is invariant under R-l . Since p € ^fp/,, the traces of the 
generators are real, so the generators preserve C . Therefore every element in 
Fp preserves C, and Fp is Fuchsian.
We note that if /) G <?, the element(s) Wp/,(/9) must be loxodromie. We 
denote the corresponding geodesic(s) in H^/Gp by %/q. We denote the pleat­
ing locus, that is, the union of the bending lines of dCpjGp, by pl{p) and 
let
^P/? =  ( a» 6  5  I pl{p) =  7p/,}.
We call the sets Fp/, rational pleating rays. Since Vj,/, =  Vg+p/,, it follows 
that 7 p/, =  78+p/, and therefore Fp/, =  Fg+p/,.
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Now we will investigate the precise connection between the pleating locus 
of dCp/Gp being and the element(s) of H^p/,(p) having real trace.
P ro p o s itio n  6 .6  p € if and only if there exists a collection of F- 
peripheral subgroups of Gp which are the fundamental groups o f the compo­
nents o f an incompressible surface Si in Sp with 7ri(S'i) 6  Up/p and \(5 'i) =  
xiSp)-
Proof: p € Pp/q implies that pt{p) = %/q- Let Si be the surface obtained
by removing a small open regular neighborhood of %/q from Sp. Then 
7Ti(6 'i) € Up/q. Let E, denote the components of Si and S, denote a con­
nected component of a lift of E, to Since pl(p) =  % /,, E, is totally 
geodesic and hence contained in some half plane Hi. Let F, be the stabilizer 
of Ei, then F, also stabilizes Hi and hence is Fuchsian. Since E{ C 3Cp, the 
plane Hi separates into two half spaces and the convex hull of A(Gp) lies 
entirely on one side of Hi. Hence one of the disks cut out by on C does 
not contain any points of A(Gp) and thus F, is F-peripheral.
Conversely let Si be an incompressible surface in Sp with ^(Fi) =  \(5p),
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and let F, be the fundamental groups of the components of 5i, where each F, 
is F-peripheral. Let //, be the geodesic plane in whose closure contains 
.V(F,), and let 'V, be the Nielsen convex hull for the action of F, on Hi. Since 
F, is F-peripheral. iV, C SC p. Since the surface S\ is imbedded in Sp, Fi is the 
stabilizer of iV, in Gp and hence iV,/F. =  Hi/Gp is a maximal totally geodesic 
piece of dCpfGp. Since t i (5 i )  € 6/p/, the boundary of Hi/Gp is represented 
by LFp/,. For p odd this implies that the boundary circle is represented by 
[Vp/q, Vpjq] and hence Ni/Gp is a one holed torus. Since =  x(F) there
must be two such components glued together along % /,. For p even the 
boundary curves are represented by Vp/q and Since Hi/Gp is totally
geodesic its boundary must consist of geodesics in the conjugacy class of Vp/q 
and Vp/q'. .\gain the Euler characteristic implies that in this case Ni/Gp is a 
four holed sphere with the boundary circles glued together along % /,. This 
implies that p 6  Pp/q.
T h e o re m  6 .7  The pleating rays f^ /, are unions of connected components of 
the hyperbolic locus Hp/,.
Proof: By definition, if p G Pp/q then p/(p) =  %/q. By Proposition 6 .6
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there exist an incompressible surface Si in 5p, with " i(5 i)  € ZYp/,, and F- 
peripheral subgroups F,, one corresponding to each component of Sy. Since 
the Fi are Fuchsian and belong to i/p/,, Lemma 6.5 shows that p € Hp/, and 
thus Fp/, Ç Hp/,. We will show that Fp/, is open and closed in Hp/,.
Pick a /9o € Fp/,. Let K  be a connected component of Hp/, containing 
Po- Since K  is open in Hp/, and since Hp/, is open in the real locus of an 
analytic function, we can find an open arc a  C po € ct. Let F,(po) be 
the F-peripheral subgroups of Gp, obtained by Proposition 6 .6 . For p suffi­
ciently close to Po in a , define F,(p) as in the paragraph before Lemma 6.3. 
Since a  C Hp/,, Lemma 6.5 implies that the F,(p) are Fuchsian. By Propo­
sition 6.3, Fi{p) is F-peripheral for all p €  a  and sufficiently close to po. By 
Proposition 6 .6 , p € Fp/,. This shows that Fp/, is open in Hp/,.
Let p„ be a sequence in Fp/, converging to p ^  in Hp/,. Let Si{pn), I <  
n < CO, be the incompressible surfaces obtained by removing a small regular 
neighborhood of 7 p/, from S{pn) and let Fi(p„) =  7Ti(Si(pn)). The elements 
^p/qiPn) lie in F,(p„) hence F,(p„) € &/p/,. Since p„ 6  Fp/, for 1 <  n < oo. 
by Proposition 6 .6  each F,(p„) is F-peripheral. Let A,(p„) be the peripheral
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disk corresponding to Since €  Hp/,, Lemma 6.5 implies that Fi(poc)
is Fuchsian. Let A,(pco) be the disk whose boundary contains the limit set 
of Fi(poo). As pn A,(Pn) A,(/9.x3)- Since A,(p„) contains no limit
points of Gp„ and since the limit set changes continuously with p. A,(poo) 
does not contain any limit points of Therefore F,(poo) is F-peripheral
and Poo € Pp/q. Hence Fp/, is closed.
7 R ational P leating Rays
In this section we single out special branches of the hyperbolic loci of the 
trace polynomials by identifying them with the rational pleating rays. By 
Proposition 6.7 we know that the pleating ray Pp/, is a union of connected 
components of the hyperbolic locus Hp/,. It also follows from the definition 
that Pp/, n  Pr/, =  0 if p/q ^  r /s .
First we will identify some specific pleating rays, which will furnish the 
starting point for our later induction.
P ro p o s itio n  7.1 The pleating ray Pq/i is {p € C : /» > 4}
Proof: The methods of section 5 yield that Vq/ i =  Tf^Pp and so TrVo/i =
2—p. Thus the hyperbolic locus Hq/i is (—oo, 0)U(4, oo). Suppose that p > 4. 
Then the fundamental domain of Gp looks as in Figure 6 . We wish to show 
that p 6  Pq/1- We are looking for a pattern of overlapping circles in the limit 
set and Fuchsian groups corresponding to the circles such that if fl(P ) is the 
region of discontinuity of F  then f l(F ) /F  is a surface embedded in Q(G)/G.
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Let F  =  {TF^'Ep,TiEip,TiTF^EpT~^,Tï''TiEtpTi). By calculation, the fixed 
points of the generators lie on a circle C and all the generators have trace 
greater than 2, hence are hyperbolics. Therefore they leave invariant the 
circle C  and both the disks bounded by C. Hence every element of F  leaves 
the disk D bounded by C  invariant and so F  is a Fuchsian group. Translates 
of D intersect D in the axes of the generators of F  and their translates, and 
so the generators represent curves in the bending lamination. Fl{F)f F  is a 
four-holed sphere with the boundary circles corresponding to the generators. 
Note that TF^Ep and TiTF^EpT~^ belong to the same orbit in G and hence 
represent the same curve in the bending lamination. Similarly the other two 
elements give us the other curve in the bending lamination. Gluing the holes 
under G gives us our genus-two surface pleated along 70/ 1- This proves that 
P € Pq/ i - In section 3 we showed that if |p| < 1 the group Gp cannot be 
discrete. Since Pq/i is a connected component of Hq/i and cannot contain 
groups which are not discrete, it must equal (4 ,0 0 ).
P ro p o s itio n  7.2 The pleating ray Pi/i is {/? € C : p =  re~ '’^ /‘*, r > 2+y/2}.
Proof: From section 5, V\/i =  Tf^TF^'Ep (see Figure 7) and so TrVi/i =
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2 — (1 -f i)p. Thus TrKi/i is real if /> =  and the hyperbolic locus
H i/i =  (—0 0 , \/2 — U (2 +  \/2,oo)e~‘*^ ‘'. Since Pi/i cannot contain
any groups which are indiscrete, it cannot contain (—0 0 , \/2 — 2)e~"^/‘‘. Let 
p =  r > 2 +  \/2. Then TrVl/i > 2^/2. The fundamental domain of
Gp looks as in Figure 7. Let Vj'/i =  T~^E~^Ti and Fi =  (Fl/i^K /i)- Note 
that =  Tp^ K / 1PZ/2 and so 14/1 and have the same trace
and their fixed points lie on the boundary of the invariant disk Di. The 
generators of Fi are hyperbolic. Therefore they leave invariant the disk Di 
and the disk complement to it. Hence every element of Fi leaves the disk 
Di invariant and so Fi is Fuchsian. The axes of l4/i and l^/i intersect each 
other transversely and Q{Fi)/Fi is a torus with one hole. Let F2 = {U,U'). 
where U =  EipT~^Ep and U' =  E~^E~p^Ti. By using the argument above one 
can show that F2 is a Fuchsian group with invariant disk D2 and Çl{F2) l F2 
is a torus with one hole. Translates of D\ and D2 fill up the region of 
dicontinuity of G and their intersection gives us curves which correspond to 
the com m utator of Vi/i and This implies that p € Pi/i.
By very similar arguments, one can check the following.
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P ro p o sitio n  7.3 The following are pleating rays.
1. P -3/i = {p € C  : p = r > 2 + \/2}.
2. P_2/i =  {ip € C : p > 4}.
3. P - i / i  =  {p €  C : p =  re"^P, r > 2 4- \/2 } .
4 -  P2 / 1  =  { - i p  6 C : p >  4}.
J. P3 / 1  =  {p € C : p =  r > 2 +  i/2 } .
6- P4 / 1  =  P -4 / 1  =  { —p € C : p > 4}.
VVe are now ready to identity all rational pleating rays. Recall that Pp/, =  
fg+p/,. Throughout the remainder of this section, all rational numbers that 
we use are assumed to lie between —4 and 4.
From Proposition 5.3, we know the leading coefficient of Tr(Vp/,) up to 
sign, so we can determine the asymptotic slope of the branches of Hp/,. If
p =  re ‘®, p/^p'* =  r^e'z 2 Therefore if 5 then i^p'^ is
real. Similarly ( l +  i ) z ^ p ’ =  r ''e ‘< e'% V * =  r ’e* *^4 ’ + 4+?  ^ which implies 
that (1 +  i ) i ^ p’ is real if 0 =  Therefore Hp/, has 2q branches with
5 1
asymptotic slope 4- n =  0 2ç -  1. Let Hp/, denote the branch
of Hp/, with asymptotic slope
T h e o re m  7.4 For p/q E Q, the pleating rays Pp/, coincide with the branch 
Hp/, o /H p /,. This branch contains no singularities, in fact Pp/, is a properly 
imbedded line in S  whose complement is an open disc. Moreover, Pp/, =  
P s + p / q  ■
Proof: We will work only in the region between Po/i and Pi/i- The proofs
for the other seven pie slices of <5 are analogous.
We know that Pq/i =  (4, oo) and Pi/i =  re"'T , r  >  2 +  \/2. We will use 
Farey induction to establish the theorem for all rational numbers between 0 
and 1.
Assume the result is true for Pp/, and Pp/j, where p/q and r / s  lie between 
0 and 1 and axe Farey neighbors, i. e. ps — rç =  1 (so r /s  < p/q). Consider 
H ^ .  Let B  denote the component of 5  — (Hp/, U Hp/,) not intersecting the 
negative real axis.
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VVe claim that H e±i. is the only branch of Hg+r that can be contained<7+^ <7+-9
in B. VVe calculate t e  -  J =  and which
implies that + > =j-^. Similarly < ^ 7 . Consideration
of asymptotic slopes shows that any other branch of Hg+r would eventually*7+9
move out of B.
Pick Pi and p2 on Pp/, and Pr/s respectively. Choose an arc a  in 5  
connecting pi and pj. L. Keen and C. Series showed in [9] that if we have a 
holomorphic family of groups based on a domain D then the pleating locus 
changes continuously on D. This result along with Proposition 2.7 implies 
that the pleating locus changes continuously on B. Thus there exists a point 
p E a  such that pl{p) € Pe±l- The continuity also implies that Pg+r is
q + 9  q + j
contained in B. If, for example, there were a point in Pg±r in the region S'<7+9
of S  between Pp/, and P4/1 (that is. in the lower half plane but not between 
Po/i and Pp/,), then since ^  < p /p  <  4, on an arc in S '  running from Pp/, 
to P4/ 1, there would have to be a point whose pleating locus is % /,. But by 
induction, Pp/, has only one component.
Next we show that no component of Hg±r ia Pg±r contains a singularity.
q + 9  q + 9
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Suppose for the sake of contradiction that Pg+r contains a component of 
Hp+r that haa a singularity at po- The local coordinate at a branch point ofq+s
order k  can be written in the form p — pQ = z^. k > I. Thus the preimage 
of a line through po has 2k branches meeting at z =  0 . According to Keen 
and Series in [10], starting at a singularity one can find at least two branches 
along which the trace is increasing and goes to oo. Since the asymptotic 
slope of any other branch of Hg+i is greater than and less than ^ 7 , 
one of these branches would eventually have to leave B  while remaining in S  
since Pp/, C S.  This would create a point of intersection of Pp/, and Pp+r or 
Pr/, and Pp+r. But p  n  P^ =  0 if / #  m.
Since there are no singularities, the function TrVp/,(p) has no maximum 
or minimum on any component of Pp/,. For at a maximum or a minimum. 
TrV^/,(p) would have derivative zero in the direction along Hp/,.
We show now that TrVp/,(p) is unbounded on every connected component 
of Pp/,. Suppose that K  is a connected component of Pp/, on which T r %,/,(/)) 
is bounded. On /T, TrV[,/,(p) is a real valued polynomial, so A' lies in a 
bounded region of the plane. Therefore the closure K  is compact. Either
5 4
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vertices of one of the 4-gons. By Proposition 2.7 we can obtain an analytic 
family {fpGp^fJ} of groups based on S\Pq.  The points Vi{p) =  fp{vi] \^ry 
analytically with p. therefore their cross ratio also varies analytically. Define 
the analytic function Fq on S\Pq  by putting Fo{p) equal to the cross ratio 
ugfp), I'sf/)), U4(p)]. The cross ratio is real only when all the t\{p) lie 
on the boundary of the same support plane. Therefore P\ is contained in the 
real locus of F q.
Similarly by starting with <5\Fi one can obtain another analytic family 
{gpGp^Qp} of groups and an analytic function Fi whose real locus contains 
P\. If p € S \ P q r \S \P i  then {fpGp^fp} and {gpGp^gp} represent the same 
point in QD{Gp^) and so the maps /  and g differ by a conformai map c. that 
is /  =  eg. Since conformai maps preserve cross ratio, Fo(p) =  F\{p) and thus 
P\ is contained in the real locus of an analytic function defined on S.
The next result shows that the rational rays are dense in S.
L e m m a  8.3 Suppose that po 6  P\ and that Pn/qn E Q, Pn/Çn —>• A as 
n oo. Then there exists pn € Ppn/gn wzfh pn po-
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Proof: Without loss of generality we may assume that the sequence p„/<7„
is increasing with limit A. Pick pi G Ppi/qi- Join pi to po by a path a  
transversal to P\ so that o n  P,\ =  {po}- L. Keen and C. Series showed 
in [9] that if we have an analytic family of groups based on a domain D 
then the pleating locus changes continuously on D. This result along with 
Proposition 2.7 implies that the pleating locus changes continuously on a. 
Since pi/qi < Pn/Çn < A. q must intersect all the pleating rays at
points Pn =  a(tn)- We may clearly assume that . . .  <  <  (n+i < . . .  so that
{p„} has a limit a(too) € a . Again by the continuity of the pleating locus. 
p/(a(too)} =  limn-foo Pn/<?n =  A SO that a(too) € P\. Since by construction 
Q n  P.v =  {po}, we have a ( t^ )  =  po which implies that pn po.
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9 N orm alized Traces
Given an element A in P S i(2 ,C ) define the complex length, L{A),  as
2 cosh (  =  Tr,4
and requiring that 4)) >  0. Since the trace of an element of PSL('2,C) 
is only defined up to a choice of sign, the complex length is only defined 
up to addition of iir. VVe write L{A) =  /(.4) +  io{A) where /(.4) is the 
translation length of .4 along its axis. Thus o{A)  is defined cnly modulo v  
when .4 € PSL{'2. C) but for some definite choice of lift of .4 to SL{2, C) it 
is defined modulo 2 ?.
Consider the function f { z )  = cosh(z). 3?z > 0. The image of /  is C —
[—1, 1]. /  is periodic with period 27rz and the restriction of /  to any horizontal
strip of width less than 2tt is injective. Thus is a multiple-valued analytic
function. Let L{Vpf^) denote a single-valued analytic branch of
which is analytic on S  and is real on Vp/q- Recall that Wp/q =  {[Vp/q, '^p/qW
for p odd and Wp/q =  {V'p/,, for p even. Define
U^L{[Vp/q,V;,^]) if p is  odd
^Phip) =
-b ^(^p/,)) P is even.
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For a matrix A  =  (a,^), define j|.4|| to be the maximum of the ja.jj.
Lem m a 9.1 Let .4^, 1 < Â: <  n Ae 2 x *2 matrices such that ||.4t|| <  2. Then 
i i n L . .4 t i i < 2 " — .
Proof; Write .4  ^ =  (a^) and 0 ^ = 1  4 t =  [d\j). The lemma is obviously true 
for n =  1 . Inductively, we have
■ 5 ? '=  < . » ? '+
and hence
K ; ‘I < 2 (K ,| +  K , |)  < 4 ■ 2 ^ ^ - '=
Lem m a 9.2 Let V{p) be a word of  length 2q in Ta and Ebp, a.b € {±1, ± f} .  
Write Tr(K(p)) =  c,p’ H h cq . Then maxi=o ? |c.| < 4’ .
Proof: The 2q matrices all have entries satisfying |a,j| <  2 on the circle 
\p\ =  I. By the lemma above, the entries of V{p) satisfy \dij{p)\ <  2“*’“  ^ so 
on the unit circle /o =  1 ,
TV(l/(^)) =  \dnip) +  d2,ip)\ < 2 (2 ''- ')  =  2 "  = 16' .
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Now think of Tr( V'(e‘^ )) zis a Fourier series on the unit circle. Recall Parse- 
val’s identity
; ! / ■  IC ,/ , ' +  ■ ■ ■ + C o p  =  S t o l e , r
It implies that I!’_o|c,p <  16’ .
C orollary  9 .3  For p /q  6 Q and V  €  the coefficients o fTrV ' lp )  are
bounded by 4'*’ .
Proof: Since V  a product at most 8g matrices as in Lemma 9.2, the result
follows.
Thus the family Lp/g{p) is uniformly bounded on compact subsets of S  
and hence is a normal family. The limit functions L\  of this family, taken 
a s p / ç € Q —> - A 6 R ,  are the normalized length functions that we require. 
We shall prove the existence and uniqueness of these functions by using the 
theory of measured laminations.
6.3
10 P leating measure and pleating length
A transverse measure i/ on a geodesic lamination L on & hyperbolic surface 
X  of finite area is an assignment of a regular countably additive measure 
to every interval transversal to L in such a way that these measures are 
preserved by any isotopy mapping one transversal to another and preserving 
the leaves of the lamination. We call the pair {L,u)  a measured lamination. 
By abuse of terminology we usually refer to as a measured lamination and 
write \i/\ for the underlying set L.
We denote by M C ( X )  the space of measured laminations on A'. The 
weak topology on measures gives a natural topology on M .C { X ) .
For £/ E M £ ( X ) ,  the lamination length of u, is the total mass of the 
measure on X  that is locally the product of the measure u on transversals to 
\u\ and hyperbolic distance along the leaves of \i/\. Note that if 7 is a simple 
closed geodesic then is exactly the hyperbolic length of 7, where is 
the measured lamination whose leaves consist of 7 and the measure is the 
atomic unit mass on 7. It is a well known fact in the theory of meeisured
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laminations that i  : M .C { X )  —>■ is continuous.
If i/ 6  M C { X )  and if 7 is a simple closed geodesic on X ,  the intersection 
number is the minimal measure given by i/ to a curve isotopic to 7.
In particular, \ï  1/ =■ da for some simple geodesic a,  then i { ‘^ , 5a) is just the 
geometric intersection number in the usual sense. It is known that the map
i-,'- M .C { X )  -4- R, =  ((7. f/) is continuous [5].
The fundamental domain J-p is topologically an annulus, so contains (up 
to isotopy) a unique noncontractible simple closed loop. Let 7(00) be the 
unique geodesic in Sp which is homotopic in Sp to the image of this loop. This 
is the unique simple geodesic in Sp that bounds a disk in (H^UfI(p))/Gp. Let 
7(00) denote the projection of 7(00) to the orbifold O,  also a simple geodesic 
since it is invariant under Rv/2- The next proposition shows that if p 6  Pp/q 
then the complex translation length Lp/,(p) is the ratio of the length of the 
pleating locus to the intersection number of the pleating locus with 7(00).
In order to simplify our notation we shall write ^p/, for
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P ro p o sitio n  10.1 With the notation as above, i f  p €  Ppfq then
L p / q { p )  =  f - p ( S p l q ) / i { ~ ( { 0 0 ) , 5 j , / q )
where f.p denotes the lamination length on the surface Sp =  d C /G p .
Proof: Since the pleating locus of p is the length of in the hyper­
bolic surface Sp coincides with its length in the 3-manifold 'SS/Gp.  As p €  
Pp/q, the traces of the elements of Wp/q are real. So (-piSp/q) =  L([Vp/,, Vp^ ]^) 
for p odd and L{Vp/q) -f- L{^p/q) for p even.
It remains therefore to show that 2(7(00), 5p/q) is 8ç for p odd, and for 
p even. Recall from section 5 that the line segment l{p, q) covers the arc -'/p/q 
exactly once and therefore ~/p/q has exactly q intersections with 7(00). Since 
Sp is a four fold cover of O,  has Aq intersections with 7(00). For p odd 
this implies that the commutator of 7'^  ^ and 7" ,^ has 8ç intersections 
with 7(00). Hence 2(7(00), <Jp/,) is 8ç for p odd, and Aq for p  even.
Recall that the bending measure ,3{p) of pl{p)  is a natural transverse 
measure that measures the total angle through which support planes of the 
convex hull are bent when moving along a transversal to pl{p).
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Define the normalized bending lamination 3n{p) to be 
M p )  =  {\3{p)l3[p)li{^[co),3{p)))
and the pleating length PL{p) =  tp{3n[p))-
P ro p o s itio n  10.2 The function PL:S  —>• R  is continuous, and if  p E Pp/, 
then PL(p) =  Lp/g{p).
Proof: The continuity of  ^and of were mentioned above. The continu­
ity of the bending lamination follows from [9]. The fact that PL{p) =  Tp/,(/)) 
follows from Lemma 10.1.
VVe shall use the above characterization of the normalized length functions 
to prove the uniqueness of the limit functions of the normal family {Lp/,(/))}.
L em m a 10.3 Suppose that Pn/qn A 6 R  and that po 6 P\. Then 
^^Pn/<7n(Po) -> PL{po).
Proof: We shall denote the geodesic lamination representing the elements
of Wp/, in the 3-manifold H^/Gpg by and on the surface Sp, by 7p„/?„-
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The pleating locus of dCjGp^ is 7.\ because po €  P\.  Since the intersection 
number changes continuously, by Proposition 10.1 it is enough to show that
A generic leaf / of 7,\ may be approximated arbitrarily closely by leaves 
In of Let In and I be lifts, of and I respectively, to so that
converges to /. Since I is contained in the pleating locus its lift / is a geodesic 
in Now the lift is invariant under some conjugate Çn of an element of 
^VpnMn- The endpoints of in the limit set are the fixed points of Çn-
By our choice of these endpoints converge to the endpoints of I. Hence the 
geodesic axis of pn converges to / in This implies that converges
to 7a in the 3-manifold. The length of is given by and
the length of 7a equals /%(7). Hence 3?T(fVp„/<,„)(po) -)• /po(7) as required.
T h eo rem  10 .4  The family  {Lp/,(p)}p/,6Q extends to a family {Lx{p)}xçR  
in such a way that Lxi p)  =  PL{ p)  for p  E Px,  and Lx depends continuously 
on A.
Proof: VVe need to show that for any sequence Pn/?n with Pn/Pn ->
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the sequence of functions {Lp„/q^{p)} converges on compact subsets of S  to 
a limit function which is independent of the sequence Pnlqn and has the 
asserted value on P\.
We  saw in section 9 that the family {Lp/q{p)}p/qeQ is normal. So ev­
ery sequence has a convergent subsequence. Pick a convergent subsequence 
of {Lp„/g^(p)} and by abuse of notation write Lp^jg^ -> L. Let p 6 P\.
Then KLp„/,„(p) RL{p) and by the previous lemma -> PL{p).
Therefore ^L\p^  =  PL\p^. We claim that L is real on P\. Assuming this, we 
have L\p^ =  PL\p^. Therefore L is completely determined by its values on 
P\ and so is independent of Pn/Pn-
Proof of the claim: Let po 6 P\. By Lemma 8.3 we can find 6  Pp„/g„-,
with Pn converging to po- Since Lp„/,„ -4- L uniformly, Lp„/g„{pn) L{po).
Since Tp„/,^(p„) €  R , L{po) € R  as claimed.
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11 P leating Coordinates
In this final section we will introduce coordinates on our slice S .  Before we 
do that there is one more result that we need.
T h eo rem  11.1 The real pleating ray is a connected component o f  the real 
locus of  the complex pleating length L\ in S .  This component contains no 
singularities and is asymptotic to the line te~'*^, with t > 0, as \p\ —)■ oo.
Proof: Let  ^ and j be Farey neighbors such that  ^ <  A < j. Let .4.(2 =
{/) G «S I pl{p) <   ^ or pl{p) >  j } .  Since S  is topologically an annulus. -4(E,i) 
is a connected, simply connected subspace of S  bounded by the pleating rays 
Pp/, and Pr/j. Let A \  =  -4(2.&). Then .4 .\ is connected and simply
connected. We have P\  fi .4,\ =  0 , and S  — P\ =  ,4.\. Thus since S  is an 
annulus and S  — P\ is simply connected, P\  must be connected.
Now P\  is part of the real locus of an analytic function and if it contained a 
singularity, at least three branches would meet there. These branches would 
separate S  into at least two components contradicting the fact that .4 ,\ is
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connected.
We now prove our main result.
T h e o re m  11.2 The map
n : <5 — R / 8 Z X R >0 
defined by II(p) =  {plip), Lj,n^p)(p)) is a homeomoTphism onto its image.
Proof: n is continuous because each of its coordinate functions is continu­
ous. Since the pleating rays do not contain any singularities, there cajinot 
exist two different points in S  with the same pleating locus, so fi is injective.
It is suflBcient now to show that II is open. Let U  C <5 be an open disc. 
(A,c) 6  11(17) and let p(A,c) =  [I“ ^(A,c). Since pl {p)  is A, p  lies in P\.  Since 
U  is open we can find an e > 0 such that the image of U  Pi P\  contains 
(A.c ±  | ) .  Set Cl =  c -t- I and cj =  c — Draw arcs cr, C U  transversal to 
Pa at the points n"^(A,c,), i =  1,2. We may choose both <Ti and cg to have 
endpoints on the rays P\^ and P\j respectively, with Ai <  A <  Ag and short 
enough that \ Lt {p)  — Ci| <  |  for f 6  cti and \ Lt {p)  — C2I < |  for f 6  ctj.
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Let W  C C denote the region bounded by the rays P.\, and (Tj , i . j  =  1. 2. 
We claim that (Ai, Aj) x (c — j , c +  | )  is a basic open set in 11(6 )^ containing 
(A,c). This will complete the proof of the theorem.
Let (f, Ç) €  (Ai, A2) X (c — c +  ^). pt =  ri"^(f, C) lies on Pf. By the 
continuity of pi  0 <r,, we can see that Pt  fl <7,- ^  0, i =  1. 2. Now L t { p )  >  c +  y  
for p 6  cTi and L t { p )  < c — y  for p €  erg. Since \ L t { p )  — c( <  |  and Lt is 
monotone on Ft we can conclude that pt €  W  and we are done.
7 2
Figure!. The two cusped hyperbolic three manifold
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Figure 2 . The fundamental domain F
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Figure 4. The planar covering of the orbifold O
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Figure 5a: The curve ;r  ^ on the orbifold O and its lift y ^  on the fundamental domain .
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Figure 5b: The curve on the orbifold O and its lift y ^  on the fundamental domain
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Figure 7. The fundamental domain of Gp for p real.
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Figures. The fundamental domain of G . for p =  r e ‘ , r >  2 +  ^ P Ï .
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